
Building:MoleAntonelliana 
Built by:Alessandro Antonelli
Finished:in 1889
Via Montebello, 20, 10124 Torino

The MoleAntonelliana, the most important center of art and culture in 
Turin, it's 160-meter-high and is not very noticeable; but it is still the 
tallest building in the 19th century which is used as the National Film 
Museum of Italy.

MoleAntonelliana tower dome to the extreme, the hall is very broad, 
transparent sightseeing lift is like a viewing platform, visitors will be 
brought to the top of the tower slowly, here is the best view of the 
place to enjoy the Italian Alps and Turin.

    The massive bottom, that remained exclusively in masonry, begins with a 
square base, with the long side of 50 meters, of size larger than the 
overlapping modules. The entry of the entire hotel, in Via Montebello, 20, is 
highlighted by a hexastyle porch, which rises to about 30 meters, with columns 
in the neoclassical architectural style, while the austerity of the base 
prospectus is punctuated by pilasters alternating with columns and tempered 
by large windows in the upper register. The coverage of the pronaos instead, 
the other about 10 meters, is characterized by repeated flaps on all sides, 
which are connected to the central module divided into two registers; in that 
there is below the loggia, which has 20 columns for each side, while the upper 
one is characterized by semicircular windows. Both records shall show showy 
cornices.
    Above, at a height ranging from 40 to 80 meters, it rises the great dome, 
with a square base, characterized by elongated time, with convex walls 
Self-supporting masonry. It forms a sort of shell, consisting of unusually thin 
side walls (just 12 cm thick), separated from each other by a gap of about 2 
meters.
    The aforementioned dome is then topped by una'altra structure about 20 
meters high, called "Temple", which proposes the theme underlying the 
colonnade. We are about half the height of the entire building. This temple can 
be reached via an elevator with no fixed rails, which dates from below the 
center of the atrium, giving visitors an inside of a 360-degree panoramic dome. 
Always square, The Temple is supported by two hexastyle orders per side and 
is on two floors, but access to tourists is only granted to the lower one.
rails.
    Above the temple, stands the long spire, formed by its base, said "Lantern", 18 meters high and with a 
diameter of 15 meters, this time with a circular base, also with a small patio. Above the lantern, from an 
altitude of 113 meters, stands the spire spire, octagonal and inspired neo-Gothic architecture. This last 
part, inaccessible to tourists today, consists of ten circular terraces, gradually getting smaller: the first, to 
8 columns, is what makes the roof lantern (more than 15 meters in diameter), from which a another 
similar colonnade, slightly smaller, which ends with the second balcony. Even more of, a series of 5 
smaller terraces, this time in metal, of diameter that varies from 10 to 7 meters, then a final set of 3, 
reinforced concrete, of the diameter from 6 to 4.5 meters. Lastly, the star in the top 12 tips (dia                                   



Building:Basilica Mauriziana
Built by:Antonio Bettino, Guarino
             Guarini, Carlo Bernardo
             Mosca
Finished in:1836
Via della Basilica, 10122 Torino

        Situated on the edge of the Galleria Umberto I dates from the late 
sixteenth century, when the Arciconfranternita of the Holy Cross financed 
the restoration of a previous Romanesque church of 1207, dedicated to 
St. Paul. In 1678 the church was again remodeled by the architect 
Antonio Bettino, a former collaborator of the famous Guarino Guarini, and 
with the large dome above the nave. On the request of King Vittorio 
Amedeo II, in 1728 the church was entirely sold Order of St. Maurice and 
the Arch, which thus took the name of "Royal Confraternity of Saints 
Maurice and Lazarus," and the church became so "masterful basilica 
Order of Saints Maurice and Lazarus. " The following year, the urban 
transformation of the interested area also the facade was redesigned by 
Filippo Juvarra. The current design of the main façade is the result of a 
subsequent intervention by Carlo Bernardo Mosca, dating back to 1836.

        Typically Baroque style, the basilica is placed behind the rear Galleria 
Umberto I and comprises a central plan, whose nave is entirely surmounted by 
a fine example of the dome of elliptical base, of Guarini's influence.
        Inside you can admire the fine wooden statues of Perrucca placed at the 
altar, while the Sacristy houses a singular "processional" paper mache 
depicting the Resurrection, attributable to Plura; Notable are also the pulpit and 
the confessionals in eclectic style by Carlo Ceppi. The vault of the dome was 
painted in 1859 by Paolo Emilio Morgari with the Triumph of the Cross.
        The bombings of 13 July 1943 which caused extensive damage to the 
entire district badly damaged the frescoed cycle Morgari and Gonin. In context 
with other properties of the Mauritian Order, in 2001 they were started 
restoration works involving an architectural restoration and the creation of a 
new museum of the crypt below.




